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CRF Newsletter
The Echo River-Turnhole
Overflow Route

Bend

Joe Meiman and Martin Ryan
Division of Science and Resources Management
Mammoth Cave National Park
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Figure 1. Hydrology of the Echo River and portions of the Turnhole
Spring groundwater basins (modified from Quinlan and Ewers!).
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CRF Land Purchase at Mammoth Cave
Through me munificence of several long-term
JVs the Foundation is going to be able to obtain
close to 200 acres of land in the Mammoth Cave
watershed. We look forward to this fine chance to
share in the management of resources that affect the
health of the cave.
We look forward also to sharing and perhaps
contributing to the economic life of the surrounding
community.
Mel Park

The complexities of the karst aquifer at
Mammoth Cave have been the grist for
intellectual
and explorational
mills for
generations. The analogy between a surface
drainage system, with dendritic
patterns
converging on a master stream, and the transfer
of groundwater through a cave system is often
used when describing flow through the karst
aquifer of south-central Kentucky. Although
adequate in relating
the hierarchy
and
convergence of flow, this three-dimensional
analog omits the fourth dimension-time-which
is vital to completing the mental image of me
conduit system. While the passage of time is
manifested in erosional features of the surface
stream, its down-cutting does not greatly alter
the overall drainage pattern. However, with a
cave stream flowing through soluble strata me
lowering of base level may not simply result in
me entrenchment of me channel. As the cave
drainage evolves, a stream may be diverted into
a potentiometrically
lower nearby conduit,
possibly resulting in the flow resurging at a
completely different spring. The following text
will describe the investigation of a hypothesized
piracy junction connecting the major cave
streams, Hawkins River and Echo River I Roaring
River, and Owl Cave.
Qualitati ve dye tracing by Quinlan and Ray2
indicated the presence of an overflow route connecting the Turnhole Spring groundwater basin to the
Echo River groundwater basin (Figure I). When dye
was introdnced into Hawkins River it emerged at Owl
Cave (and elsewhere in Cedar Sink) and ultimately
flowed to Tumhole Spring. However, when me same
trace was repeated under high flow conditions, dye
was not only found to flow mrough Owl Cave, it was
also detected at Echo River Spring. Apparently a portion of the flow downstream from Hawkins River is
shunted into the Echo River basin through a conduit
which only conducts flow during high stage.
The effects of this overflow connection on water
quality in me Echo River basin is clearly exhibited in
data gathered during Mammoth Cave National Park's
Continued p. 16...
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Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route I, Box I lOA
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager: Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and
karst. For information about the CRF, write to:
Mel Park, CRF President, 1541 Peabody
Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104-3831.

BULLETIN BOARD
New Address
List: A new CRF Address List is in the
works. Now is your chance to update or correct any errors in
your address or phone number. If you have moved and used
a postal update card or post office forwarding to get us your
new address, please send us your phone number. Send corrections to;
Susan and Dave Ecklund, 1910 Sunshine Circle, Aiken, SC
29803-9296.
Karst FIeld Courses at Mammoth
Cave, Summer
1993: The Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Western
Kentucky University. and Mammoth Cave National Park
are offering some outstanding
courses this summer at
Mammoth Cave. Courses may be taken for credit (3) with
the cost of tuition being $516 for undergraduate
credit
($183 for Kentucky residents) and $759 for graduate credit
($267 for Kentucky residents). Courses may also be taken
as a non.credit workshop at a cost of $275. All of the
instructors are long-time members of CRF.

Speleology June 6-12, taught by Roger Brucker. is an introductory course with extensive,
Mammoth Cave.

strenuous

field trips into

Karst Geology June 13-19, taught by Dr. Arthur Palmer, will
include extensive Mammoth
course in geology is required.

Cave field trips. A previous

Exploration of Mammoth Cave June 13-19, with Dr. Stan
Sides, covers the history of Mammoth Cave and its exploration. Some extensive and strenuous cave trips are included.
Karst Hydrology June 20-26, with Dr. Will White and Dr.
Nick Crawford. This is a field-oriented course on the hydrology of karst terrains with an emphasis on contamination
of karst aquifers.
Cave Survey and Carlography June 20-26, taught hy Dr.
John Mylroie and Richard Zopf. includes techniques and
strategies of mapping caves. The course is designed to accommodate a variety of backgrounds and experience.

For more information please contact Dr. Nick Crawford or
Dr. Chris Groves, Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Dept.
of Geography and Geology. Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY 42101. (502) 745-4555.
1992 Annual Report: The official deadline for the 1992
CRF Annual Report is past, but submissions may still be
accepted at the discretion of the editor, if they are mailed
immediately. Reports can be faxed, but you will need to
call first. Modem files will be especially welcome, but if
you only have a hard copy, a fax will work fine. Figures or
photos will still need to be mailed as clean hard copies.
Editor, Karen Lindsley,
12 Orchard Road, Lucas, TX
75002-8061; Phonell'ax: 2t4-727-2497.
CRF Annual Meeting: The
take place in Saint Louis, MO
Washington University campus.
will be plenty of events, details
later.

1993 Annual
on November
Plan early to
of which will

Meeting will
19-20 on the
attend-there
be announced

CRF Mammoth
Cave Field Headquarters
fund raising drive: Help make the planned Mammoth Cave field
headquarters a reality. Send your tax deductible donations
to the treasurer, Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive,
Dayton OH 45424. Donations are also solicited for the
International Exploration Fund.
Deadllne for next Issue Is April 1. Please make sure
your submissions for the next issue reach us by the above
date. MSISH.

Notes from Here and There
Bob Crisman,
Management
Assistant at
Carlsbad Caverns National Park, has been presented
with the Department of the Interior's Meritorious
Service Award in recognition of his service in park
and cave management during his thirty-five years
with the National Park Service. Bob has served at
Carlsbad since 1970.

CRF to return to China
Ron Bridgemon
A donation to the Foundation's Internatiooal Fund
has made it possible to plan another scientific expedition to China. Ian Baren will be leading a tearn of
researchers to Guizhou Province during March/April
1993 for another cooperative venture with the Normal
University Geology Department. The expedition will
last for a month and will concentrate on the areas
visited during the December 1991 trip. The 1993
team consists of: Ian Baren, Ron Bridgemon, Dwight
Deal, John McLean, Tom Strong, Mick Sutton, Don
Coons, Chuck Pease, Pat Kambesis, Don Morris,
Mike Newsome, John Tinsley, and Steve Wells.
Present plans call for sponsoring some of our
Chinese hosts to visit this couutry during the summer
of 1994. Their visit could include activities at the
Grand Canyon, Carlsbad Cavern, and the NSS
Convention in Texas.
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Intruders at Mammoth CaveWhat is the JV's responsibility?

CRF JVs Appointed to Positions at
Carlsbad and Mammoth Cave

CRF survey crews at Mammoth Cave have twice
recently encountered individuals under suspicious
circumstances. During the Labor Day expedition, two
crews entered Colossal Cave three hours apart.
Sometime between the two parties, the lock was
broken and removed. The second party found the gate
open, and in Grand Avenue they encountered a group
with lanterns and flashlights exiting the cave. The
intruders explained that they had found the gate open
and had wandered in. Not knowing that the fIrst CRF
group had found the gate closed and locked, the CRF
leader accepted this story and directed the group out
of the cave. No damage was noticed along Grand
Avenue.
During the King Day expedition, a crew mapping
Broadway were approached by two men who stated
that they had become separated from a tour, and
asked to be let out. The party leader directed them to
call a ranger from the phone inside the entrance gate.
This they evidently did, but the rangers responding to
the call could not find the intruders, who at some
point were apparently let out by an NPS staff
member. A cache of extra clothing left just off a trail
by another CRF crew disappeared, presumably taken
by the intruders
What are the JV's responsibilities in these situations? It goes without saying that CRF fully shares
the NPS goal of protecting the cave and will take all
reasonable steps to assist the Park in that mandate.
However, neither of these incidents were entirely
straightforward, and the guidelines outlined in CRF's
operating agreement with the Park do not specifIcally
address this type of situation. Party leaders must
therefore exercise a healthy dose of common sense,
and treat each case on its merits.
First and foremost, do not be tempted to play at
Park Ranger by confronting suspicious individualsthat is a job for the NPS professionals. In the
Broadway incident, for example, the CRF party felt
that the intruders behaved with a belligerent demeanor (possibly because they were cold and anxious). Accidental separations from tours do occur,
and JV s have assisted in this type of situation, but
don't assume that people wandering around lost are
harmless. Second, alert the NPS staff in as timely a
manner as is practical. This may not be as simple as
it sounds-in the Broadway case, for example, the
intruders were heading for the only phone within
reach of the CRF party.
While CRF anticipates more explicit guidelines
from the NPS, which will undoubtedly help in these
circumstances, judgement and initiative will still be
called for in large measure-but those are exactly
the qualities CRF party leaders are selected for.

Jason M. Richards has been selected to fIll the
Assistant Cave Specialist position at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park. Richards is a Guadalupes
area JV and has been working as a seasonal ranger at
Carlsbad since April, 1992. He has 28 years of caving
experience, with a considerable amount of that
devoted to projects in the Carlsbad and Guadalupe
Mountains area. In 1985 he helped start a course in
Cave Management, Conservation and Exploration at
the University of New Mexico, which he continued
teaching through 1988. He also taught courses in
advanced caving techniques there in 1986 and 1987.
Rick Olson has been appointed to the position of
Ecologist at Mammoth Cave National Park. Olson, a
long-term JV at Mammoth Cave, did his Masters
thesis on the ecology of Jewel Cave, South Dakota
His caving experience goes back several decades,
and includes a stint as Ranger-Naturalist at Jewel
Cave. He was most recent employed as an electron
microscopist at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
Olson will be responsible for implementing the biomonitoring programs outlined by Consulting Ecologist
Tom Poulson (see p. 5).

Personnel Guidelines for Eastern JVs
Richard Zopf, Eastern Personnel Off1cer
Two factors limit who can become a joint venturer: the capabilities of the applicant, and the needs
and capacities of existing programs. We want people
who will be dedicated to understanding caves and
who will work comfortably within the structure of the
Cave Research Foundation. We can't have a pool of
joint venturers which is greater than our facilities or

trained personnel can handle.
The procedure is for each applicant to write to
the personnel off1cer and demonstrate that she/he has
an understanding of how CRF works, and can make a
commitment to working with CRF. Such letters either
start the process of becoming a JV or eam a response
which tries to clarify what becoming a JV means.
Since the process takes a at least two to three weeks,
do not try to become a JV a few weeks before an expedition you wish to attend.
Except in very unusual circumstances, JV
agreements will not be signed at Mammoth Cave
National Park. Future JV's and those that sponsor
them should be able to plan suff1ciently to avoid disrupting expeditions with paper-work and orientation
that can be accomplished at some other time.
Prospective JV's may attend expeditions (with permission of the expedition leader), but they may not
go underground.

CRF Newsletter
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1992 Annual Meeting
Mel Park
The 1992 Annual meeting was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 13-14, 1992. Friday
morning, the directors met in closed session. We received reports from our six projects across the nation:
Lava Beds and Lilburn in California, Fitton Cave in
Arkansas, Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, the
Guadalupe Mountains in New Mexico and Texas,
and the Missouri Ozarks.
Roger McClure reported to the directors (as well
as later at the Public Meeting) on how the
Foundation's financial strength continues to grow. Six
thousand dollars in grants and fellowships were
awarded this year [see August, 1992 Newsletter].
While we are small, 1 am gratified that the
Foundation is broad enough to be able to sponsor research in multiple disciplines. On the eve of the
meeting, our endowment fund stood at over $72,000,
assuring that we will be able to continue at least this
level of support for the years to come. Contributions
to the endowment fund essentially peaked in 1986.
The original $28,000 received in donations has grown
into the present sum, to which one should add the
more than $50,000 that we have given away in the
form of research support if one is to understand how
well our investments have prospered.
The Foundation will be a co-sponsor of the 1993
National Cave Management Symposium in Carlsbad,
NM. [see p.5].
The Board returned myself and Roger McClure
to our offices (President and Treasurer, respectively)
and elected John Tinsley as the new CRF Secretary.
Elected to Membership in the Foundation were
Fredericka Hardy, Julian Lewis, David Hanson, Pat
Helton, William Frantz, and Peri Frantz. Finally, we
regretfully accepted the resignation of Richard Zopf
from the board after ten full years of service.
People drove for hundreds of miles to attend the
Member's Meeting and Banquet Saturday afternoon
and evening. Dick Venters and Fritzi Hardy handled
the arrangements and scheduling, and the program
that they and all the CRF JVs helped them put
together was exciting and full.
A most rewarding part of the Members Meeting
were the talks, preseutations, and very frank question
and answer period that we had with several old-time
cavers-Ron Kerbo, Dale Pate, and Mike Bilbowho also happen to have jobs of considerable responsibility with the National Park Service or Bureau of
Land Management. Ron talked frankly of conservation issues in Park Service caves where we do our
work. Good Sarge Bilbo called forth five JVs-John
Corcoran, Gavin Corcoran, Jim Evatt, Duke
McMullen, and Jim Hardy-recognizing
their great
work in the BLM Roswell District.

Election of CRF Members
At the 1993 Annual Meeting, six JV's were
elected to Membership. This is an honorary recognition of outstanding contributions to the study, conservation and interpretation of caves. Each of the following have admirably fulfilled this role and is fully deserving of this (sometimes long overdue) tribute
which carries with it the expectation of continuing
contributions:
A. Peri Frantz has been a participant and organizer at
Lilburn Cave since CRF began operations there in
1977 and most recently has assisted her husband Bill
with photo-monitoring studies at Lava Beds. With a
foremost interest in cave rescue, she has led each
mock rescue which CRF has held jointly with NPS
personnel at Lilburn. For over a decade, she has
hosted the Lilburn project's annual organizational
meeting. To the goals and objectives of CRF, she has
demonstrated steadfast activity and unwavering
support.
Bill Frantz has been a mainstay of CRF activities at
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks over the
past 15 years. Prior to that he was a participant in the
Institute for Special Ecological Studies, and he
helped establish CRF West by guiding parties and
freely sharing his knowledge of the complex Lilburn
Cave system. He has participated in survey and
research, and is currently proposing a restoration project within well-trodden parts of Lilburn. At Lava
Beds, Bill has completed a photo-monitoring program
to assess visitor impact. His is an example of selfless, continuing contributions to virtually all phases
of CRF operations.
Dave Hanson has been involved in survey efforts at
Manunoth Cave for many years. Additionally, he has
worked steadfastly on many of the above ground
tasks that keep CRF running, from processing data to
handling publications. Dave has typed so much data,
xeroxed so many books, filled so many book orders,
that it is a wonder he still comes back for more, yet
he keeps right on plugging away.
Fritzi Hardy for over two decades has been a support109 arm of CRF's Carlsbad operations, taking on major roles in such areas as organizing surveying
schools, serving as food coordinator, and assisting the
science projects. She took on a tremendous amount
of organizational responsibility for the Lechuguilla
Precision Survey. She is a leader, an organizer, and a
willing worker.
Pat Helton has been working on Carlsbad Caverns
National Park projects since 1988. An excellent cartographer and surveyor, he will be taking over the
CRF Guadalupe Escarpment Cartographer's position.
His persistence, enthusiasm, and demeanor have
been a great asset to CRF, and his leadership, organizing ability and loyalty have supported responsible
cave management.
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Dr. Julian (Jerry) Lewis has conducted research in
the Mammoth Cave Region for over 15 years. His
expertise is with the systematics and biogeography of
crustaceans, especially isopods, and studies of
aquatic communities in the Mammoth Cave Region.
He has shared his scientific expertise with the local,
national and international speleological communities
through numerous presentations, papers, and helpful
advice.
Congratulations to all these new Members.

1993 Cave Management
Symposium
The 1993 Cave Management Symposium, cosponsored by CRF, will be held at Carlsbad, NM on
October 27-30. The other sponsors are the Bureau of
Land Management, National Park Service, U.S.
Forest Service, and the Southwestern Region of the
National Speleological Society.
The Carlsbad area, as well as including world
famous Carlsbad Cavern and Lechuguilla Cave and
the nation's largest area of gypsum karst, exemplifies
a wide variety of cave management problems relating to show cave operatinn, oil and gas extraction,
livestock grazing, and recreational caving.
The symposium will provide an excellent opportunity to meet with others who share the same concerns and problems, and to discuss new approaches
to the challenges in cave management and conservation. With the imminent finalization of procedures for
implementing the Federal Cave Resources Protection

Mammoth Cave Ecology Program
Dr. Thomas Poulson, an ecologist at the
University of Illinois at Chicago and a long-time
CRF Member, has been retained by Mammoth Cave
National Park as a consulting ecologist with primary
responsibility to guide and integrate research in the
Park [see August News/eller].
Last summer, Dr Poulson accomplished more
than expected. Protocols were completed for the
aquatic biomonitoring of cave water quality and for
surface vegetation biomonitoring and inventory, the
two highest priority items. In addition, new areas for
research were identified, and outlines produced for at
least 19 separate projects.
Work on the surface vegetation concentrated on
determining what sampling protocols will be needed
to determine whether the present oak-hickory, cedar,
and

prairie-like

communities

are

successional

towards a beech-sugar maple forest or whether they
are anthropogenic. Poulson also collected initial data
to demonstrate the striking zonation of climax
communities in the steep gorges, with their relict
northern and southern species.
Aquatic biomonitoring protocols for the sampling
needed to establish an Index of Biological Integrity
were already in place, and work here concentrated on
collating past data to begin to check hypotheses of
differing community responses to different types of
pollution. Another topic that will be a high priority is
the determination and mitigation of the harmful effects from the various locks and darns on the Green
and Nolin Rivers. There is evidence ranging from

Act. there will be an emphasis on cave management

suggestive to incontrovertible that changes in river

within federal agencies. A variety of field trips to
Carlsbad Cavern and to back-country caves will be
scheduled during the symposium.
The pre-registration fee of $80 will be accepted
until August 15; after that date the fee will be $100.
(The corresponding student fees are $35 and $40 respectively). The fee includes field trip transportation
and lunches, banquet, guide book, and proceedings.
Day passes will also be available. All registration
fees should be sent to Roger McClure, 4700
Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Checks should
be made out to Cave Research
Foundation
93.Symposium The symposium and banquet will be
held in the Park Inn International, 3706 National
Parks Highway in Carlsbad. Reservations can be
made by calling 1-800-321-2861.
Papers for the symposium must be submitted in
their final form by July 31. Papers received later
than that may not appear in the Proceedings.
Questions may be directed to Jim Goodbar (505887-6544), Dale Pate (505-785-2232) or Ransom
Turner (505-885-4181).

flow regime have negatively affected the fish and
mussel fauna in the Green River, have altered the
successional relationships on islands and along the
shore of the Green River,and have resulted in loss of
cave

communities

in the

Echo

River

area

of

Mammoth Cave.
Other areas that warrant further rescarch include:
the study and management of cave entrances (e.g.,
monitoring hibernating bats, troglobitic communities
based on crickets and pack rats, speleothem growth,
microclimates, and the impact of cave trips); the impact of deer and of human activities on vegetation
and on other wildlife; and research on communities
along intermittent streams and permanent and seasonal ponds.
An important application of research data is in
giving input to the Interpretive Division. Poulson critiqued the evening programs, a proposed trail guide,
and the the current guide manual, and helped with
the production of a video exhibit on cave fish and
crayfish. Dr Poulson succinctly states the main goal
of the research program at Mammoth Cave: "you
cannot protect, manage, or interpret a resource unless
you understand it."
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE

Labor Day. September 5-6
Leader, Jim Borden
This was a very enjoyable expedition-the
weather was good. and most trips were productive.
River and Roppel: There were two trips via the new
Downey Avenue Entrance in east-central Roppel. The
first party mapped 500 ft. in a damp lower level in
the complicated Cosmodrome area; the second group
surveyed a 360 ft. long passage link between the
North Crouch way and Death Canyon.
The detailed survey of Edmund Lee Avenue (the
former L-Survey) continued with a trip that mapped
1000 ft. of side passages and cutarounds. These included the highest point in Lee Avenue, which
"should have lead up to high levels and glory," but
didn't. At a lower level. however, they left a blowing
lead which heads into a blank area. A resurvey trip
went to the downstream trunk to get to grips with the
geometrically complex series of breakdown rooms.
Passages on multiple levels here seem to represent a
sequence of stable stream levels formed as the river
cut down 75 ft.
There was a trip to continue sedimentation studies in Kaemper Avenue. Four dome-pits in onc area
seem to represent a major sediment source. Large
cobbles and small rocks included in the sediment
suite suggest a local source.
Flint Ridge: The Pohl Avenue area map progressed
with a trip to survey side leads in the upper levels inside the Unknown Entrance, and a trip to begin the
resurvey of the Unknown-Salts Link, via the Lower
Crouchway. The last survey through here had lacked
vertical angles, critical information in this important
link survey.
Not far away, in the Colossal-Salts link area, a
party mapped 1100 ft. in two loops at the north end of
Lehrberger Avenue, essentially completing the replacement survey of Lehrberger. Another crew
dragged an extension ladder down to Colossal and
through Grand Avenue. After checking some shots
along the Twin Domes Loop, they used the ladder to
climb to the top of Colossal Dome and surveyed the
exposed route across the top to tie the Woodson Adair survey to the Colossal survey net.
One party made a start on resurveying the Finch
(Krebs) Avenue route from Salts to Colossal-an important missing link in the modem survey. The crew
mapped 1000 ft. of the Salts S-Survey canyon from
below Dismal Valley southward to the star! of Fmch
Avenue. Next day, a party surveyed a short link to tic
the new survey to a recent line from Dismal Valley,
then went north in Upper Salts to continue the Salts
Trunk survey, completing the right fork of a large

side-cut north of Grand Forks. An archeological party
in Salts (see below) also did some resurvey in the
Grand Forks loop
Mammoth Cave Ridge: There were no survey trips in
Mammoth Cave Ridge, but the historic signature project advanced with two trips to Marion Avenue, a
new area of study. Some of the mid-19th century signatures matched names from Pensacola Avenue,
including one Kentucky native who is probably
related to project leader Larry Pursell. The general
density of signatures is much lower at this more
remote site than in Pensacola Avenue. Other interesting differences are that the Marion Avenue trips
tended to take place in summer (Pensacola visits
peak in fall and early winter), and Marion Avenue
signatures tailed off completely by 1900.
There was a reconnaissance trip to assess possible saltpeter mining sites in Black Chambers. Blue
Spring Branch, and Blackall Avenue in support of
Rick Olson's nitrate regeneration study. Black
Chambers seems an unlikely site because of lack of
exposed sediment. but small pits in Blackall Avenue
may be prospecting sites. Similar pits in Bluc Spring
Branch are less well preserved.
Small Caves: A party continued the search for the
lower levels of Sides Cave. They mapped 200 ft. of
shafts and drains and found a lot of mud. One trip to
Johnson Cave on Flint Ridge was thwarted by an illtimed thunderstorm which rendered the entrance too
wet. The party spent the rest of the day ridge-walking
and returned next day, descending the 25 ft. pit found
at the back of the cave a few months ago.
Unfonunately, the drains were too tight, but the party
noted some promising climbing leads, moving air.
There was a trip to Adwell Cave in Hamilton
Valley to finish the sketch of this short trunk fragment, and another trip to map odds and ends around
the entrance area of Buffalo Creek Cave. including
the new, easier entrance route.
Archeology: A party led by Patty Jo Watson assessed
localities in Mammoth and Salts for the collection of
paleofeces for a new study employing atomic mass
spectrometry (AMS) dating and detailed paleobotanical analysis. The collecting sites, in the general
areas of Black Chambers, Ganter Avenue, the nonh
end of Upper Salts, and lower level passages near
Mummy Valley, arc designed to fill significant gaps
in the present data. The advantage of AMS over older
carbon-dating techniques is that it requires far less
material.

There were two other archeological trips to
Salts-the first was a get-acquainted session for visiting Australian archeologist Wendy Beck [see interview in November Newsleller]. The party assessed
the condition of artifacts in Indian Avenue and
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visited the Salts Trunk glyphs site. A second party
worked on evaluating aboriginal remains at the north
end of Salts Trunk.
Survey Crews: Edmund Lee Ave,-Dob
Osburn, Rick
Olson, Jeff Farr; Kaemper Ave.-Paul
Rubin, lev Sterling;
Hawkins River Downstream-Bob
Osburn. Mel Park,
Wieslaw Klis; Rappel, Cosmodrome-Kevin
Downs,
Howard
Kalnitz,
Lillian
Novela;
Roppel,
North
Crouchway-Kevin
Downs, Mike Lace, R. Collins, Rowan
Webb; Unknown Entrance-Paul
Hauck, Sheila Sands,
Dick Maxey; Salts-Unknown
Link-Paul
Hauck, Mark
Ohms, Bob Salika; Lehrberger
Ave.-Mel
Park, Pam
Duncan, Alan Canon, Cathy O'Dell; Colossal DomeRichard Zapf. Mark Ohms, Mike Lace; Salts S-SurveyMick Sutton, Walter Johnson. Tim O'Dell. Wieslaw Klis;
Salts Trunk-Mick Sutton. Tim O'Dell, Alan Canon, Mike
Nardacci; Marion Ave. signatures-Larry
Pursell, Jan
Spencer, Mike Nardacci, Bob Parrish, Paul Rubin; Nitrale
study-Rick
Olson, Howard Kalnitz. Pam Duncan. Cathy
O'Dell; Sides Cave-James Wells, Cheryl Early, Steve
Collins; Johnson Cave-I)
Gerry Estes, Bob Salika; 2)
Gerry Estes. Cheryl Early. Dick Maxey; Adwell CaveStan Sides, Dave Sides, Mike Yocum; Buffalo Creek
Cave-Stan
Sides,
Sheila
Sands, Lillian Novela;
Archeology. daling study-Mary
Kennedy, Patty Jo
Watson, David Kluth, Elizabeth Monroe; Indian A ve.-Gail
Wagner, Sue Hagan, Wendy Deck. Scott Sutton; North
Salts Trunk-Gail Wagner, Richard Zopf, Scott Sutton.
Thanks to Darlene Dorden for an excellent job as camp
manager; everyone ate well.

,
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Columbus Day, October lQ-ll
Leaders, Neil and Terri Hammond
Mammoth Cave Ridge and River: A party went to
Marion Avenue to survey a lower level passage that
overlooks a canyon through a tiny crack-the canyon
is probably part of the upper Lucy's Dome complex,
and the crew dropped a marker to be tied into from
the latter. The crew continued with 250 ft, of survey
in very small passages.
The resurvey of Historic Manunoth resumed with
a trip to survey Silvan Avenue from its junction with
the tour trail and to tie in to the recent Briggs
Avenue resurvey. The crew also went to Gratz
Avenue to check a rumored lead, found that the unsurveyed crawl does exist, but had no time to map it.
In the same general area, a vertical crew completed
the resurvey of a passage near Charlotte's Dome. This
difficult route includes the trdverse of a series of five
dome-pits, together with very narrow canyons and
shaft drains. There are some leads, but they would
take a lot of effort to reach. Another party descended
a 70 ft. deep canyon off "Abo Avenue", a long side
passage leading from Jessup Avenue to the
Charlotte's Dome complex. The descent led to 250 ft.
of passage ending in a further tight descent; more
rope will be needed to continue.
A Mystic River trip completed the resurvey of
the sleezy Lucy's Drain inlet, but another trip will be
needed to tie the survey line to the passages below
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Lucy's Dome, The party noted the unusual presence
of shrimp in overflow pools in Mystic River, prohably
a result of recent high water. Farther east, a party
mapped 300 ft. of miscellaneous, mostly unpleasant
leads in Blackstone Avenue.
A party went to Lee Avenue to continue the sur.
vey of "a small and obscure crawl" carrying lots of
air flow [see September report]. After 400 ft., the
passage unfortunately split into impassible routes,
with the air going up a pack-rat sized slot.
Flint Ridge: A lot of effort went into the route from
Salts to Colossal via Finch Avenue, started during
the previous expedition. On each day, two crews entered Salts Cave and did leapfrog surveys up the
long, muddy Finch Avenue canyon, starting with the
steep c1imh-down into Finch from the Lower Salts SSurvey. Some of the trips were shortened hy sickness,
but a total of 2400 ft. was resurveyed. Another party
went to Lehrberger Avenue and mapped a 400 ft. long
unsurveyed cutaround. They also noted that the high
inlet at the end of Indian Avenue might be reached
hy a good climber.
The detailed survey of Salts trunk advanced by
another 20,000 square feet of breakdown-covered
floor. For variety, the crew completed a loop which
required belly-crawling.
Surface: There were two theodolite! EDM surveys;
the first ticd the new Downey Avenue (Roppel) entrance to the survey net, the second tied the Khan
survey to a USGS benchmark.
Small Caves; A trip to upstream Buffalo Creek Cave
pushed the main line survey a further 800 ft. through
a low airspace section and into continuing large (30
ft, wide, 6 ft. high) passage. Hydrologist Marty Ryan
left a series of dye hugs at inlets for ongoing water
tracing studies.
Non-survey trips; The historic signature project continued with another trip to Marion Avenue. The historians photographed signatures and completed the
documentation for the passage-tourist
signatures
cease beyond the point where the passage becomes
mostly breakdown-floored. A signature trip went to
Pensacola Avenue to correct a few errors of measurement from the earliest phase of data collection
there. This party also found some interesting signature clusters off Main Cave near the Snow Room and
noted that some sections of the historic Old Guides
Trail have been damaged by the removal of key
rocks.
Photo-documentation of historic signatures also
continued in Gothic Avenue, with the crew testing a
system to photograph names on the ceiling near the
junction with walls. Photographer Chuck Swedlund
notes that as each prohlem is solved, another becomes evident. The ability to solve the technical
prohlems has led to a great deal of progress. The
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same crew tested equipment by pbotographing
wildlife and fossils in Great Onyx Cave.
There was a meteorological study of air flow at
lhe Doyel Valley pit entrance. Data on wind velocity,
temperature, and relative humidity were collected
over a 26 hour period. Initially, the wind behaved as
expected for a chimney effect, blowing out as outside
temperatures rose, and reversing as evening approached. The second day led to more erratic behavior, probably owing to barometric changes which still
need to be correlated wilh lhe data.
Stream biology censuses were carried out in
Echo River and in Hidden River Cave. The Echo
River site, opposite Hanson's Lost River, features lhe

Hidden River Cave is recovering from a long
period of severe water pollution. The large population of surface crayfish, probably dependent on
sewage-associated tubificid worms, has crashed
over the past year.
rare troglobitic snail An/roselares spiralis (see
November Newsletter), which attains a relatively
high density here in its favored habitat-lhe undersides of breakdown blocks in still water. Hidden
River Cave is recovering from a long period of severe
water pollution. The large population of surface crayfish, probably dependent on sewage-associated tubificid worms, has crashed over the past year.
Survey Crews: Marion Ave.-Paul
Cannaley. Cresant
Smith, Robin Morgan, Jean Buckley; Silvan Ave.-Doug
Baker. Steve Irvine, Scott Foster, John Korabic; Charlotte's
Dome-Phil
Bodanza, Marek Wierzbowski, Bill BallS;

"Abo Ave. "-Phil Bodanza, Greg Sholley, Jeff Grant;
Lucy's Drain-Mick Sutton, Sheila Sands, Steve Mcluckie;
Blackstone
Ave.-Dick
Maxey, Russ Conner, Dave
Frazier, Chris Cannaley; Lee Ave.-Rick
Olson, Lillian
Novela, Chris Lang; Finch Ave.-I)
Dave West, Wieslaw

Klis, KarenWillmes,Nancy Korabie;2) Greg Sholley,Rob
Kaplan, Tony Gorman; 3) Karen Willmes, Dave West,
Steve Mcluckie; 4) Dick Maxey, Rob Kaplan, Russ
Conner; Lehrberger Ave.-Tom
Brucker, Cheryl Early,
Steve Duncan. Jenny Becker; Salts Trunk-Mick Sulton.
Sue Hagan, Cheryl Early; Surface survey-I)
Richard
Zopf. Jim Borden, Todd Cramer, J. Grant, Joe Danovich,
Kevin Downs; 2) Richard Zopf, Jim Borden, Tom Brucker;

Buffalo

Creek Cave-Stan

Sides, Marty Ryan, Alan

Gerecke; Marion Ave. signatures-Larry
Pursell, Harry
Grover, Randy Dugh; Pensacola signatures-Larry Pursell,
Bob Parrish; Gothic Ave. and Great Onyx photos.-Chuck
Swedlund, Carol Westerman; Air-flow study-Bruce Zerr;
Stream biology census-Jerry and Marie Lewis.
Thanks to all who helped Terri in the kitchen and Neil with
party assignments. This was easily the smoothest (also the
fIrst) expedition we have run!

ThanksgiYing Noyember 26-28
Leaders, Phil DiBlasi & Jan Marie Hemberger
The expedition was well attended and apparently
successful. Even with more than 70 people present,
!he expedition functioned smoothly.
Rappel and River: A party entered Roppel via the
Downey Avenue entrance for a long, exhausting trip
to an area of braided maze in far northwestern
Elysian Way, ftrst taking a diversion to put Tom's
Terrific Tube on the map. The maze survey included
the "terrible" Cyclops Crawl-low,
damp, and
cherty. One branch led to a drop-in (or rather fall-in)
to a domepit, the drain of which led to known passage-mercifully, since the crew didn't have to exit
through the crawl.
There were survey and geology trips to Kaemper
Avenue. The survey crew mapped canyons and
crawlways off a south-trending side passage, in an
area where much of !he Kaemper Avenue inflow of
sediment originated. The geologists went to the same
area to continue sorting out the paleohydrology of the
trunk complex. A large room here, so far unsurveyed,
extends down through the sediment profile, and may
help greatly with interpreting events .. Sediment samples were collected for paleomagnetic measurements.
There was a trip to downstream Hawkins River
where a tube near the Amos Hawkins Formation was
mapped to multiple ends in breakdown. A lot more
resketch and resurvey is needed in this area of large
passages and enormous breakdown rooms. Upstream,
a short trip achieved some resketch in the waterfall
area of lhe T-Survey trunk.
Flint Ridge: Work continued on the Finch Avenue
route. One crew set another 52 stations along Finch
Avenue; the second party completed the link to
Lehrberger Avenue and exited via the Salts-Unknown
link and the Austin Entrance.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: Work on the Bishop Domes
Sheet continued with trips to Belfry Avenue and
Miller Avenue. The Miller Avenue crew completed
the resurvey of that trunk passage then went to Belfry
to map a long cutaround which should resolve a loop
closure problem. A second party resurveyed 300 fl. in
a winding canyon side-cut off Belfry Avenue in the
Black Kettle area.
There was tidy-up work on the almost complete
Cathedral Domes sheet with a trip to the north (chert
crawl) end of Bransford Avenue, where 350 ft. of assorted grim chert crawls were mapped. For the same
map sheet, there was a trip to Pilgrim Avenue to tie
a high level survey to the current survey net; the
party's efficiency was lessened by instrument
malfunction.
Below Marion Avenue, a crew continued work
on a complicated network of "ridiculously tight" pas-
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sages. As usual, this tidy-up trip revealed more to be
done-there are still leads here (unpleasant ones) for
small people. There was slight progress on the Ganter
Avenue area. A short trip got a Ranshaw Avenue
cutaround mapped, but a Ganter Avenue mop-up
survey crew found their instructions inadequate, and
failed to find the leads.
Surface: The surface theodolite I EDM survey continued with a traverse along the Flint Ridge Road
from the Crystal Cave turnoff towards Colossal. The
crew got as far as the Job Corps road before the snow
flurries became dense enough to stop the survey. The
traverse was completed the next day.
Small Caves: Surveying small (and not so small)
caves outside the main system was a major focus of
the expedition. North of the Green River, a party
checked Fishtrap Hollow for locations from the NPS
small cave database. Most of these sites are seeps
and springs, but some, even after all the recent rain,
appear to be nothing. The crew located and mapped
what may be Johnson Cave (150 ft.) and two smaller
caves. Johnson Cave continnes as a grim, windy
water crawl for very small and determined cavers.
Three parties worked on Wilson Cave, in the
northeast portion of the park. The 20 ft. entrance pit
acts as a cold trap, making for cool and breezy surveying. The first crew mapped 300 ft. of canyon .
Next day, two parties surveyed upper and lower
levels for an additional 650 ft.; the surveys were tied
together, and end for now at a dome-pit. There was
evidence of recent vandalism, in the form of
smashed flowstone and a 1992 signature. A cave near
Cow Ford, below Maple Spring, was found and
mapped. It is 400 ft. long, and it too has suffered
speleothem breakage.
Some unusual solutional caves in calcerous
sandstone were mapped. Temple lIill Cave was the
longest, at 150 ft. Digging for artifacts has taken
place here, a1thongh being a cold-sink, it would be a
poor site for human habitation. Pinnix Pocket was
short. but the site has great scenic beauty. A third
cave was found, mapped, and named Bear Den Cave
The upstream survey of Buffalo Creek Cave was
extended by another 1400 ft. through a series of large
breakdown rooms, past the inlet dye-traced from Mill
Branch. On Joppa Ridge, there was a return trip to
White Lightnin Cave. The up-climb overcome last
time led to 370 ft. of blowing passage. An aid climb
may be needed to continue further, but the cave has
lots of promise.
Two parties continued the survey of Sides Cave.
One crew pushed an upper level from Deanaland.
heading in the direction of Crystal Cave, but the passage pinched out. They returned to Canis Major upstream and mapped 300 ft. to connect back into the
lower levels at Deanaland; this essentially finishes
Canis Major West and reduces the chance of an ito-
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minent connection to the Mammoth Cave system.
Finally, the crew went out Canis Minor and mapped
a dry side-passage crawl. The other party went to
Canis Major East and surveyed in very wet
conditions.
Non-Survey Trips: Rick Olson continued his re-nitrification study, leading a crew to place packets of
denitrified soil. Rick had previously collected the soil
from the cave, and measured and removed the
nitrates. An air sampler was set to collect ammonia.
The crew also photographed the small fault recently
discovered at the Acute Angle. The fault is apparently quite local, and could not be found in Gothic
Avenue or Ganter Avenue.
The Mammoth Cave Register project continued
with a trip to the Labyrinth. The main objective was
to find a Hyman Gratz signature to compare with an
enigmatic "H. Gratz" signature from Marion Avenue.
None was found, but the trip was not wasted, as the
party recorded 87 clusters of signatures. They later
found an "II. Gratz" signature on the Standing Rocks,
but it was in cursive script and cannot be correlated
with the block signature from Marion Avenue.
There was a photography trip to Adwell and
Dogwood Cave in the Hamilton Valley area, and
another to the upper levels of Crystal Cave.
Ed Lisowski did three days of field work on a
new project. documenting winter insect populations.
He found adult winter stonellies emerging from Mill
Branch into a snow shower, and found several japygid diplurans in leaf litter (these distinctive earwig
look-alikes occasionally turn up as accidentals in
Mammoth Cave). He left pitfall traps at widely scattered locations.
Survey Crews: Roppel-Jim
Borden. Bob Osburn. BiU
Koerschner; Kaemper Ave. sUn'ey-Pat Kambesis, Dave
Ecklund. Tabitha Olson; Kaemper Ave. geology-Paul
Rubin, Marc CassIar; Hawkins Downstream-Bob
Osburn,
Jennie Becker. Eric Compas, Alan Canon; T-Survey-Rick
Olson. Buz Grover. Kevin Dumont; Finch Ave.-I)
Don
Coons, Carol Vesely, Pat Kambesis; 2) Don Coons, Alan
Canon, Joe Kaffl, Monica Cannaley; Miller Ave.-Kevin
Downs, Marc Ohms, Ted Scott, Dan Lins; Belfry A ve.Marc Ohms, Russell Conner, Beverly Schwartz, Ken
Evans; Bransford Ave.--Carol
Vesely, Terri Hammond,
Lori Delbardelaben. Chris Cannaley; Pilgrim Ave.-Neil
Hammond, Jeff Andrews, Ted Scott, Joe Kaffl; Marion
Ave.-Paul
Cannaley, Chris CannaJey, Dan Lins, Lori
Delbardelaben; Ranshaw Ave.-Kevin
Neff, Daryl Neff,
Keith Miller, Richard Hand, Scott Foster; Ganter Ave.Terri Hammond, Nathian Collier, J. Buckley, Darrell
Armentrout; Surface survey-I)
Richard Zopf, Sheila
Sands, Cathy Hunt, Randy Grover; 2) Richard Zopf, Jim
Borden, Walter Johnson, Dick Market, Lajuana Wilcher;
Johnson Cave-Scott
House, Patti House, Eric Compas,
Sue Ecklund; Wilson Cave-I)
Jim Greer, Sheila Sands,
Dan Lins, Kevin Dumont; 2) Jim Greer, Richard Hand,
Scott Foster, Nathian Collier; 3) Walter Johnson, Darrell
Armentrout, Ken Evans, Russell Conner; Cow Ford Cave-
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Walter Johnson, Beverly Schwartz, Kevin Neff, Marc
Ohms; Temple Hill Cave-Scott
House, Paul Cannaley,
Patti House, Chris Cannaley; Buffalo Creek Cave-Stan
Sides, Marty Ryan. Kevin Dumont. Jeff Andrews; White
Lightnin Cave-Rick
Olson, Neil Hammond, Peter Gray;
Sides Cave-I) James Wells, Bill Koerschner, Peter
Shirley;
2) Peter Gray, Carol Vesely;
Nitrate

regeneration-Rick

Olson, Tabitha Olson, Daryl Neff,

Randy Grover, Cathy Hunt; Mammoth Cave signaturesLarry Pursell, Harry Grover, Bob Parrish, Beverly

Schwartz, George Corrie (NPS); Adwell Cave ph%sHarry Grover, Randy Grover, Cathy Hunt; Crystal Cave
photos-Kevin
Downs. Jim Greer, Chris Cannaley; Winter
insects-Ed Lisowski, Keith Miller. Darrell Armentrout,
Kent Wilson, Terri Wilson, Bob Parrish.
Many thanks to Buz Grover for his excellent meals. We are
also appreciative of everyone who pitched in to help, and
especially to Richard Zopf, Scott House, Jim Borden, and
Bob Osburn for helping with trip planning. Thanks to
George Corrie, who took part of his day off to share his expertise on the Labyrinth area.

MISSOURI
October through December
report by Mick Sutton
During this period, field trips in the proposed
mineral lease area took a back seat to writing up the
results of tbe cave survey and inventory project.
Finisb-up work included a trip to Blowing Spring
Cave, where two crews completed the resurvey of
that long stream cave. A pany mapped a further 140
ft. in Adams Cave #2, througb a series of rooms separated by squeezes. Tbey ended at a too-tigbt squeeze,
but minor excavation would allow further progress.
Some small caves in Wbite Oak Hollow were
mapped, and some promising leads uncovered.
A surface reconnaissance team worked off some
Christmas over-indulgence with a bike around pan of
the lease area to check upland valleys for possible
entrances. No caves were found, but several sinkholes were noted close to exploratory drilling sites.
The project as originally defined is now complete, but we will soon be starting a second pbase of
field work. This will include the assessment of a
group of caves discovered during tbe course of the
inventory, and expanding the inventory to a broader
area. As always, we extend an open invitation to all
JVs interested in taking part in survey, bioinventory,
or ridge-walking trips in this interesting area. We will
also be surveying and inventorying caves on an
80,000 acre tract of southern Missouri forest recently
acquired
by tbe Missouri
Department
of
Conservation. Trips will take place frequently----eall
Mick Sutton (314-546-2864) or Scott House, (314287-4356).
Elsewbere, there was a lot of progress in Still
Spring Cave, the longest cave on the Mark Twain
National Forest. Two parties essentially completed
the main line survey by mapping a stretch of stream

crawls, walking bigh canyons, and areas of breakdown for a total of WOO ft. A third trip knocked off
270 ft. of mop-up leads. A few minor leads remain,
but the end of this lengthy project is finally in sigbt.
In Wasbington County, one trip completed the survey
of Brazil Pit, and the crew also ran a surface survey
over to nearby Sinkhole Cave.
Survey

Crews:

Blowing

Spring-I)

Scott House. Bob

Osburn, Paul Hauck, Sue Hagan; 2) Mick Sutton, Tim
O'Dell, Cathy O'Dell. Adams Cave-Mick Sutton, Cathy
O'Dell; 3) White Oak Hollow-Sue Hagan, Tim O'Dell;
Ridgewalk-Tim O'Dell, Cathy O'Dell, Bruce Black, Sue
Hagan,
Irvine,
Lillian
Novela,

•
i

Mick Sutton; Still Spring-I)
Doug Baker, Steve
George Bilbrey; 2) Doug Baker, George Bilbrey,
Novela, Mark Templeton; 3) Doug Baker, Lillian
George Bilbrey; Brazil Pit-Scott House. Bob

Osburn,Tim O'Dell,CathyO'Dell.

FITTON CAVE
Summary by Pete Undsley
Seven expeditions were beld during 1992, with
an average of 15 JVs per expedition. Tbere was a
radio-location trip in January (see August News/mer)
and another in October, when a large transmitter was
used over tbe Out Room. The survey througb the
stream passage between the Bat Cave waterfall and
the Round Room was completed in high water, which
wasbed the surveyors througb the Cbutes. The survey
of Bat Cave was essentially completed in Augustthe upstream passage ended in a small bole under
Cecil Creek. Tbis section of the cave has some interesting gravel layers.
Lower Lower East Passage was surveyed from
the vicinity of the Out Rock downstream to Grand
Central. Tbe Grand Central and Millipede areas were

During the past two years, CRF crews have found
increasing amounts of flagging, fishing line and
other markers, indicating heavy use by first-time
cavers, There has also been increased breakage of
speleothems.
essentially completed, but a few leads and cross-sections still remain. Survey crews continued work in the
New Maze area, and several new surveys were tied
into previous surveys.
During the past two years, CRF crews have
found increasing amounts of flagging, fisbing line and
other markers, indicating beavy use by first-time
cavers. There has' also been increased breakage of
speleothems. A set of 4x5 photographs were made
near the entrance to investigate the possibility of
photodocumenting damage to the cave (and also as
an experiment towards constructing precision crosssections). CRF will be working with NPS managers
as they propose changes to their cave management
plan.

•
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SEQUOIA-KING'S

CANYON

Summary by John Tinsley.
Following the Labor Day expedition, the surveyed length of Lilburn Cave stood at 21.3 km. Two
additional expeditions remain to be tallied, thus the
22 km mark may have been reached by the end of
1992. More than 20 quadrangle maps have been
completed for the Atlas of Lilburn. Peter Bosted is
the mainstay of this effort, and is being assisted by
John Tinsley and Bill Franz. Carol Vesely bas
opened up a new section in Cedar Cave and has
surveyed more than 500 ft. there. .
The basic survey of surface karst features is
complete, and the survey is being compiled. There
remains a need to survey additional geomorphic features such as fill terraces in part of the canyon. The
in-cave sedimentology is represented by a monitoring
program designed to track sediment throughput by
measuring sediment stored within the cave and in
surface terraces below Big Spring. The Pebble Pile
sinkhole is also being monitored, with an eye to
informing the cave divers when a dive of Big Spring
is likely to be productive.
Bill Farr made two dives in the South Seas sump
this year. He is operating at depths of 130 ft. and is
trying to penetrate breakdown in narrow passages. He
plans one more dive along the current line and then
will try another direction. Jack Hess is employing a
graduate student, Linda Urzendowski, in a study of
the ebb and flow behavior of Big Spring. Harry Smith
has rewritten the software for the data loggers (one at
Big Spring, one in the cave at River Pit), increasing
the sampling rates to improve the Fourier analysis of
the spring's discharge. The ehb and flow behavior is
polymodal, especially when complicated by an influx
of sediment.

LAVA BEDS
Summary by Janet Sowers
The nine inventory and monitoring projects under
the first cooperative agreement with Lava Beds
National Monument have been completed. One additional project- a study of ferns at cave entrances by
Christopher Richard-was also completed.
Easter, April 17-90. Two additional sites were established for monitoring speleothem breakage, and previously established sites were re-counted. The recent
collapse of Merrill Cave was examined, and a memo
prepared for the Superintendent. Additional field inventory data were collected to fill in some gaps, and
many forms were checked and corrected.
October 16.17. Eight JVs participated in this trip.
Formal presentations were given to the Monument
staff, with each principle investigator summarizing
the goals, procedures, results, and recommendations
of their projects. All staff on site attended, with the

exception of one who staffed the visitor center, and
the presentations were well received. At the close,
we gave the outgoing Superintendent, Doris Bowen,
a black and white print of Skull Cave, taken by CRF
photographer Bill Frantz, in appreciation for her support of cave management and research.
An additional cave, Fleener's Chimney, was surveyed (it will be inventoried next year).
Participants:
Presentations-Janet Sowers, Mike Sims,
Bill Devereaux, John Tinsley, Bruce Rogers, Bill Frantz
(Janet Sowers presented results from Mark Perkins' and
Rod Crawford's projects); Survey crew- Mike Sims. Bill
Devereaux. Daniel Weinberg.

Editors' Note
The reader may have noticed a paucity of trip
reports from CRF's western operations-the
list of
1992 trips for which we have received no report is a
long one. Names of the relevant expedition leaders
are withheld to protect the guilty, but this policy may
change!
One of the responsibilities that every expedition
leader agrees to fulfill is the filing of a timely written
summary, a copy of which should be sent to the
Newsletter. Please share your results with rest of
CRF-we really are interested, and the expedition
participants will appreciate receiving the credit they
are due.

Lechuguilla
Precision
Survey
Wrapped Up
James Hardy, Robert Babb, Fritzi Hardy.
The CRF precision survey of the entrance series
of Lechuguilla Cave was formally completed when
project managers Robert Babb and Jim Hardy submitted a complete set of station coordinates to the NPS.
Fifteen expeditions were held from August 1989 to
November 1992. A total of 97 JV s contributed more
than 6800 hours to the survey.
The permanent stations left at EF Junction, the
Great White Way, and Apricot Pit are believed to be
accurate to less than I cm relative to the brass
marker at the cave entrance, a survey precision of
1:65,000 on a straight-line basis.
We wish to thank the Pentax Corporation, without whom this project would not have been possible,
and especially Kerry Kemper and Jim Jenson for their
continuous support. In addition, many thanks go to
the National Park Service, in particular Ron Kerbo
and Dave Ek. Finally, the 97 JVs who carried gear
and learned a very complex survey method made this
all possible.
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Guadalupes Cave Biology-An Interview with Diana Northup
Diana Northup is a CRF cave scientist who became a
recognized authority for her research on camel crickers at
Carlsbad Cavern, and more recently for her work on the

microbiology of Lechuguilla Cave. She is an inspira/fonai
example of how a non-specialist can develop the relevant
expertise; her entrance into research was kindled by many
years of general caving. A woman with diverse interests,
her BA was in Political Science (1969), followed by a
Masters in Library Science (1972), and, in keeping with
her caving interests, she obtained a Master of Science in
biology(1988).

We hope this interview will reflect the fascination,
dedication. and humor Diana brings to cave research. We
also feel she has some stimulating suggestions regarding
the role of CRF in promoting cave science and recruiting
cave scientists. SHIMS.

Let's start wilh the usual-how you gOI into caving
and how you got into cave science.
I'm from West Virginia and grew up in
Morgantown. I started caving in late 1966. eatly
1967, wiLbLbeWest Virginia Outings Club which did
a lot of caving. My first cave, I Lbink, was Higginsbottom Number 4. It has a fair amount of water; I
remember tripping and falling in over my head!
I didn't get involved in cave science until 1984. I
had always wanted to do biospeleology, but in college physics was always like "Good grien" So I got
out of science, got a BA in political science. and in
'72 I got a master of library science and went to work
in libraries. But I still wanted to do biology. In Lbe
early 80's, I decided to go back and get an advanced
biology degree. You have to lake all Lbeundergraduate requirements,
so I successfully mastered
physics-I almost got an Ai I was amazed.
In grad. school, I was looking around for a project. Cal Welbourn said. "There's lots of cricket
species in Carlsbad. You ought to look into Lbeinteractions among them." Cal is delightful to work with
and very encouraging. He's out east now. bUl in Lbe
70's he was here-he did a lot of inventory in Lbe
back-country caves of Carlsbad. He's very meticulous; if you start looking for critters wiLbhim, you'll
be looking for hours under every rock and cranny.
You were already involved with CRF by then?
Yes, I 'd had a disastrous first trip in 1977. When
I moved out here, I was one of LboseEasterners who
wasn't used to Lbe heat. We got sent on a ridgewalking trip up Slaughter Canyon. I went wiLbDave
Belski and Cal, who was Lben president of CRF. The
fIrst LbingLbathappened was I got overheated so Lbey
would hold a bottle of Gaitot-aide at the top of Lbe
hill and say, "Come up here and we'll give you a
drink." They got me up Lbehill Lbatway.
When it came my tum to check a hole, Lbeytold
me to be careful because of rattlesnakes. So I
checked Lbe hole out very carefully, I Lbought. and

Diana with cricket traps

crawled in. It was only about 7 ft. wide and 30 ft.
long, so I turned around. There was a coiled and rattling rattlesnake Lbat I had walked over. I started to
shriek and Lbey said, "Don't hurt Lbat snake!" They
brought a stick in for me to hold the snake at bay
while Lbey sketched the cave. Meantime, they found
a second snake that I had crawled over in Lbe entrance crawl. I was completely undone by then. I'm
surprised I ever came back. I'm surprised Lbey ever
let me come back.
So your CRF involvement started wilh cartography.
Yes. Actually I fIrst became involved wiLb Lbe
survey books. They were scattered, and various books
hadn't been logged in. Being a librarian, Lbisoffended
my sensibilities. I became logkeeper and set about
getting people to give up Lbeirsurvey books. I got Lbe
books organized so Bob Buecher, who was Lbenchief
cartographer, could have everyLbing to work wiLb.He
Lbenput Lbemall on microfilm, which was fantastic.
You got your biology degree at the University of New
Mexico.
In Albuquerque. I even managed to get my major
professor to crawl back to Sand Passage. He took
rabies shots so he could go to Bat Cave.
Is lhal a necessity for everybody?
Yes. I used to organize a vaccination fiesta every
six months for my field help, because if you split a
vial eight ways it's a lot less costly. Poor Ziggy [Bill
Ziegler]-you only have an hour once the vial is
opened, and he missed a shot. When he went to get
it, Lbe nurse had to open a vial just for him. She
started pulling Lbe whole content of Lbe vial into Lbe
syringe. He said, "No, no, no. I just get an eighLb of
Lbat," and she said, "I can't waste this" and proceeded to pump Lbe entire thing into his arm. He
never missed a shot again.
You were looking at Iww the two cricket species
distribute themselves?
That was one Lbing. I looked at species diversity
overall, and looked to see if one species predominates in a given area. For instance, down near Lbe
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Lunchroom Ceuthophilus carlsbadensis occur in
much higher numbers man omers. That's not true in
Sand Passage; mere you have a much more even distribution. I also looked at reproductive patterns to see
if mere was any seasonality. I looked at egg size, and
it turns out mat Ceuthophilus
longipes which are
more "cave adapted" have larger and fewer eggs
even mough they are smaller than carlsbadensis,
which fits Dave Culver's prediction.
And we did mating studies. We had crickets in a
lank, mrew in one male and one female, and men
added anomer male to see what kind of interactions
mere were. That was fun for me cavers; mey sat
around trying to encourage the crickets with lewd
jokes.
Ken [Ingham, her husband] and Ziggy were part
of me original Carlsbad Cricket Crew. They were on
me first trip in 1984 and helped through the entire
four years mat I did my Master's data collection.
Ziggy got quite good at observing mings. He's a fantastic note taker, and Ken's great at taking photographs, so we formed a really nice team.
You aTlLiKathy Lavoie have crossed cricket paths,
presumably.
She and I got into doing some exchanges. As you
know, you go into Mammom and mere are hordes of
crickets on me ceiling. Out here you have to work for
every cricket you get. Kamy showed me how many

We had crickets in a tank, threw in one male and
one female, and then added another male to see
what kind of interactions there were. That was fun
for the cavers...
crickets there were out there and I showed her how
hard they were to find out here. That was neat-l
wish we did more exchanges between scientists.
Cal Welbourn happened to be out here at the
same time. He has this way of looking at you and
saying, "You know, it would be really interesting to
look at the mites in the guano." If he ever looks at
you mat way, run, because you're in for a significant
amount of work. I designed me study, but I made an
error, because I didn't know how prolific mites were. I
chose me sample size and I had about two cups of
guano per site. We did nine sites every 28 days for a
year. Cal came out, looked at me first sample and
screamed, "Cut down me sample size!" In me height
of the season there are at least 5,000 mites per
sample! You have to count mem under a microscope,
separate them by family and put each family in a
vial. You can see why we are still counting.
Several of the species are undescribed. There's
mis one really cute species mat's sort of a little puffball. Cal asked me if I wanted one of me species
named after me and I said, "Yeah, me glycyphagid, I
sort of like it." So whenever he's grumpy he mreatens

to name me tydeid, which is this wretched tiny thing
mat is terrible to chase around me dish.
This study is going to be interesting. One ming
you can look at is the seasonality. For example,
when me bats come back and mere's a fresh input of
guano, me rosensteiniid population goes up and mey
completely swamp out everything. The data really go
berserk. Whemer mey're out-competing, or me omers
just don't like fresh guano, we don't know. The
tydeids peak at an odd time of me year, so we're investigating that. Anomer strange ming is mat we are
not getting many predators. We'll get 5,000 rosensteiniids and 23 predatory laelapids, so mere's a big
disparity. We don't know if we're not catching mem
or if mey really are mat low.
When did you start moving into Lechuguilla?
I talked to Ron Kerbo in late '88. He wanted to
know more about what was going on biologically in
Lechuguilla, not just "who is home" as he calls it,
but more of what mey are doing. I started in '89. My
expertise is with ecology

and macro-invertebrates,

but at me time, for fun, I took a course in microbial
ecology from Cliff Dahm. I asked him if he mought
we could look at some microbes in caves; he helped
me design an experiment to look for bacteria in me
pools. It just escalated from mere. I've studied fungi
allover the cave, we've looked at bacteria in water
samples, and we've been cnltnring me bacteria.
It's fortuitous you got into microbiology just then
because as it turns out that's probably the most important aspect of Lechuguilla's biology.
It really was happenstance mat everyming came
togemer at once. Mike Qneen came around about
mat time. lie thinks me Guads with meir sulfur
deposits are a microbial gold mine, that mere are
some important discoveries to be made.
Let's turn to some of the conservation issues involved, both how caving affects the science and Iww
science affects the caves.
Lechnguilla really drives home to yon me impact
you can have on a cave. There are areas where just
me wind of your passing by can break strands of gypsum hair. You can't send science

tearns in without

being acntely aware of the conservation issues. In
choosing science teams, we realized mat me people
who are best at caving in Lechuguilla are me explorers. It's not mat they are not interested in science. it's

just mat they are more interested in exploration. So
you've got to find strong cavers who arc also sufficiently interested in science.
There are also questions about what cavers are
doing to me cave microbiologically. Lechuguilla has
been isolated from me world for a long time, mere
are areas that haven't been tonched at all, and you
have an incredible opportunity to look at unique
organism. As we go into the cave, we bring in
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fungi and bacteria, we sbed lint, hair, and skin. These
have an impact on the cave, which I wasn't aware of
until I started studying the microbiology. There are
people who boast of not washing their caving clothes
between trips-that has an effect. Ii! Lechuguilla it's
amplified because you're not bringing just organisms
from the next cave over; a lot of the cavers have
been in tropical caves. They may have mud on their
boots, and exotic microorganisms are being brought
in. We did a study taking swabs off the bottoms of
peoples' boots-one
guy who had been caving in
Costa Rica had a veritable forest on the bottom of his
boots. He had six or seven different kinds of fungi,
one of which was a gorgeous purple fusarium.
They have done some neat things in Lechuguilla
to protect the cave. They have drinking pitchers so
you're not dipping your canteen in and introducing
organisms from your mouth. That's really good, but
there are accidents. For example, one of the pools
had a bunch of M&Ms spilled in it and the bottom is
black where it probably grew fungi. Then you have
what the crew calls the "hairball study". We're looking at the amount of lint and hair that has accumulated along the trail-you wouldn't believe how much
is being dropped. It gets colonized by fungi.
You also get into the issue of camps and
bivouacking. Around the camps there's a much higher
concentration of fungal spores-we're actually seeing
growing patches of fungi. Kathy Lavoie thinks it's
probably better to concentrate the effects and have
established camps only. A lot of times tired people
will bivouac on the trail, and there will be a higher
concentration of organic matter there.
Everyone brings out their solid waste-you've
heard of the Lechuguilla burritos. I work in guano,
and I really like guano, but I've had more discussions
about peoples' shit then I care to have had. The last
trip, the four biologists didn't want to cat the fruit I
brought along because of the fiber! Kathy is looking
at the impact

of urine on micro-organisms

and

whether the urea stays around or gets broken down,
and she has seen a microbial response. Strong cavers
can take their urine out, but you're talking about
probably a liter a day. One guy produced six liters in
under three days; he's exceptional, but even at a liter
a day, if you're in for a five-day trip, that's a lot to
bring out. There is a danger that if they have to carry
all this, they'll stop drinking as much and have serious dehydration. People have lalked about whether
the urine could be filtered-there
are some new
filters out that might be worth looking into.
So the question is, how to keep the biology as
pristine as possible. You just can't keep it completely
pristine, but you can keep down the amount of organic input. There's nothing you can do about shedding hair and skin; we're not going to shave ourselves
bald. But if we can encourage people to have clean
clothes, to take the mud off the bottoms of their

boots, to have clean hair when they go in, that will
help. And taking care with eating can be really important, not having accidents like the M&Ms in the
pool-and taking them out if you do.
So is there any chance of looking at a completely
undisturbed system?
Larry Mallory, who was along on the last trip,
suggested finding a totally virgin cave, looking at it
on a day the cave is blowing out, and putting in an
air sampler so it would be bringing air from where
humans haven't been. But micro-organisms are great
at floating on air currents, so even virgin areas may
have been contaminated already. I did find that the
pools are fairly consistent in their composition of
bacteria. Samples from a pool that had just been discovered were similar to the samples in the heavily
visited areas. So at this point, they haven't changed
significantly-people are obviously being careful.
Lechuguilla is very nutrient poor. We did a study
of total organic and dissolved organic carbon in the
pools, and the levels are incredibly low. They're
down around groundwater level.
Invertebrate taxonomy seems difficult enough. What
is involved in microtaxonomy? I can't imagine.
I wish I had imagined; I might not have started!
1lle fungi are practical to get to genus level. Beyond
that, you get into real difficulties.
Bacterial
laXonomy is in a state of lIux. Larry Mallory is using
polymerase chain reaction to amplify DNA for
looking at the phylogenetic relationships.
A couple of my bacterial cultures are so distinct
that they matched some that I found in books. So if
they are very distinctive, you can get a genus name.
We're sending off some cultures for fatty-acid analysis and that gives us a probable identification on the
others. But that costs $55 a cullnre.
Nonn Pace has said that we are probably seeing
half of 1% of what is actually in there. That's really
daunting. What Larry has suggested is you can take
petri dishes with media and do the inoculations in the
cave. He's found that if you let them sit for at least
two days to take hold they will then be stable and
you'll get a lot more cultures. We tried this with fungi
and they grew a lot of isolates I had never seen
before. They had two to five different molds on each.
'Illese are spores that are 1I0ating down out of the air.
Some of the molds from Lechuguilla are really
pretty. I have one that's got swirls of orange and
peach in it, and then on the back is a bright yellow
orange. It's absolutely gorgeous-you couldn't imagine a prettier color.

You and others have been studying the macroinvertebrates as wel/.
The Park is very interested in seeing if there are
any endangered species in there, so I wanted to
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check if I had found all the macro-invertebrates.
Dave Culver put Limburger cheese on IJoulder Falls
and other areas. I don't think the team that came after
them really appreciatcd it. We are, of course, careful
to clean up stuff like that. We count all our baits and
traps to make sure we get everyUling out. When a
bait is missing, you go looking for it because it is not
cool to have Limburger loose in Lechuguilla.
One of the things we looked at is whether the
macro-invertebrates are going farther into the cave as
exploration proceeds. Over the two years I trapped
there wasn't any significant change. But you only find

When a bait is missing, you go looking for it
because it is not cool to have Limburger loose in
Lechuguilla.
them up to the end of Rim City and right after that
comes Glacier Bay which is massive gypsum. In
Carlsbad there are very low numbers of invertebrates
on gypsum. This makes sense, since it's hygroscopic.
I wonder if the gypsum in Glacier Bay might serve as
a barrier to further expansion of the invertebrates.
What about the effects of one science project on
another? Are there conservation issues here?
Here's an example. To check the deep point of
Lake of the White Roses to see if any invertebrates
are coming up from the aquifer, Dave Culver suggested that we could bait with shrimp. A shrimp may
be insignificant to us, but it's a significant source of
organic matter in that pool. Because some of the geologists have ongoing experiments in there we've got

science in caves. I took Glenda Rbodes' son in to
look at some pitfall traps and he was enchanted.
Think what would happen if we could start early on
to captivate the imagination of young people.
Another problem is funding. Part of that's tied up
with legitimacy and whether agencies like the
National Science Foundation think it's worth doing.
Maybe we could also do something to alert people to
what other funding resources there are. We have a
very positive role with the fellowships through CRFs
Endowment Fund. Maybe we could make that grow.
One thing that I think we need to do more of is
holding workshops or training sessions for people in
the Park Service. When I give a talk at Carlsbad
about the invertebrates, I get rangers coming along
and telling me. "Oh guess what I saw the other
day....•• If you talk to them about what's important,
what's interesting, you have 20, 30 pairs of eyes in
the cave every day looking for you.
Here's another role: What if CRr regularly
brought together scientists for symposia where we
could discuss the issues and the priorities of cave
sciences? One of the most valuable things I've experienced over the last few years is contact with other
cave scientists. I used to be the only cave biologist
actively working in New Mexico; it's great for me
when the other biologists come out because the exchange of ideas is a real catalyst. It would be neat if
CRF could, say every two years, organize a symposium, or take the role of organizing symposia at
international congresses.
11lat's a great idea. That sort of initiative generally

to be very careful that we don't screw up the water

happens

chemistry with shrimp juice. So yes, we can have
quite an impact on things.
It's also important that scientists let cavers know
what they are doing. When I do experiments in pools
I put up a sign explaining what it is because there is
a real ethic in Lechuguilla that if you find trash you
pull it. It's like caving with someone looking over
your shoulder all the time because everyone's concerned about the state of Lechuguilla.

Do we hear a proposal?
Not at present-I
have to get unburied first.
Seriously, I think we have a critical need for this in
CRF. Except for the fellowships, I think we're taking

What kind of role do you think CRF should take in
promoting cave science?
One issue is legitimacy. The way to attract students is to have cave science acccpted as a more legitimate field. I think our role in promoting and educating people about the value of cave science is important. Merlin Tuttle, for example, has had an
incredible role in turning around the image of bats.
Caves are among the top ten things the public fears.
Until we turn around those attitudes, we're going to
have a real problem.
One thing you can do is start early with kidshave people who are willing to work with children
doing some simple projects. or just introduce them to

with inspiration from an interested person.

a passive role in encouraging research, and we need

to be more active. We need a concerted effort to get
together and decide what we could do to promote
cave science. I became acutely aware of that this
summer at the Cave Research Institute Study
Workshop. We were discussing what facilities we
would like to see. what are the needs, what are the
roles that this institute would serve. A lot of those
things overlap with what we want to do at CRr.
Maybe it would be possible to get together a task
force to examine what additional roles CRF could
take in promoting and legitimizing cave science.
I think we have a greater emphasis on exploration and cartography than we have on science. I've
gotten the impression that a lot of cave scientists do
their trips on non-expedition weekends for various
reasons. Sometimes it's nice to be there when there
aren't hordes. But I've also gotten the impression that
not all expedition leaders are cooperative about helping make the science possible because it will incon-
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venience the mapping and exploration. It would be
nice if we could promote explorers and cartographers
working together with scientists. rve been lucky in
Lechuguilla because a lot of people have been willing to take samples. There also have been some
people who were not very cooperative. But I think we
have to take an active role in working together so the
cartography people know what we are doing and why.
Getting new people into CRF is a real issue-we
need some young ones. There are young cavers, but
they see us as a bit stodgy, and we have to have a
way of attracting and holding them. We need a lot of

hot-shot climbers in CRF here in the west. We are
doing a lot, but if we had more people in leadership
roles a lot more could be done.
I also would like to see more women on the
board, and rm not volunteering for that! How many
women are in leadership roles; how many times do
you have women expedition leaders or trip leaders?
Is it proportional to the number of women caving?

Echo River Overflow Roule ..•Continued
/romp.]
water quality monitoring program. Echo River Spring
was sampled monthly for 31 consecutive months beginning March, 1990. Results showed Ibat water of
the Echo River basin, established by Quinlan and
Ray's dye-tracing to be contained mostly within park
boundaries, is of exceptional quality under low to
moderate flow conditions. Water of the Turnhole
basin, largely recharged by lands beyond Ibe park, is
consistently of lower quality with respect to suspended solids, pesticides, bacteria, and chloride.
These differences reflect the contrasting land-use
practices within the two basins. During periods of
high flow the waters of the Turnbole basin, with its
low quality exacerbated as agricultural wastes are
entrained in the flood pulse, are shunted into the
Echo River basin. At these times the water quality
signatures of both basins may be nearly identical.
No other section of the Mammoth Cave karst
aquifer has been the focus of as many resource management decisions as this inter-basinal junction. For
example, over $12 million ($4 million by the
National Park Service) has been or will have been
spent on the construction of a regional sewer system
designed in part to protect the aquatic resources of
Mammoth Cave from sewage disposal upstream from
the overflow connection. Information on how and
when the overflow is activated is vital for making informed decisions. For example, if a point-source spill
occurred along Interstate 65 or the CSX railroad
within the recharge area upstream from the overflow
junction, it would be useful to know the route the
contaminant would take under the prevailing flow
conditions. However, researching the dynamics and
location of this inter-basinal connection is ralber difficult because it is isolated by sumps from explored
regions of the cave.
The authors developed a system to automatically
inject fluorescent tracer dye down a monitoring well
into Hawkins River when a specific stage condition
is met. Stage at Hawkins River is continuously measured by a pressure transducer and a data logger. An
electrical relay, also controlled by the data logger, is

activated when the stage of Hawkins River falls
through a pre-programmed horizon of the recession
limb of a flood pulse. The relay drives a motor which
drops a weighted tube connected to a carboy of tracer
dye. The dye flows ISO meters down the well and
into the Left Fork of Hawkins River, just upstream
from its confluence with the Right Fork (Figure I).
The datalogger, which continually records the stage
of Ibe cave stream, also logs the time of the dye injection. The entire operation takes approximately 2
minutes. Passive dye detectors in Owl Cave and
Echo River Spring were retrieved and replaced daily
after an injection.
Our research has shown that a rise of Hawkins
River of no more than three meters will shunt water

There are a 101of women in cave science, il seems
There are some terrific women in cave science.

We couldn't agree more.

into Echo River; a second injection at the two meter

horizon did not appear at Echo River. It should be
noted that a stage of three meters at the Left Fork
monitoring well does not necessarily translate to Ibe
same height at the overflow junction. Recognizing
that no two hydrographs are mathematically identical, these traces will be repeated several times.
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A second phase of this project has begun, in
which the location of the overflow point is being approximated by injecting dye into surface sinks when
the overflow route is known to be active. A positive
dye trace at both Owl Cave and Echo River would
place the sink upstream from the overflow junction,
while a positive at only one recovery point would position the injection site downstream from the junction
in one basin or the other.
A third stage of the research is determining
,,'here the overflow route enters the accessible part of
the Echo River conduit. Holsinger and Leitheuser3
postulate that the downstream end of the overflow
route emerges as "an underwater passage" near the
Second Landing of Roaring River, the main upstream
artery of Echo River. They report an abrupt change in
passage character, sediment, and Kentucky cave
shrimp habitat at this point. A dye trace will be initiated in Hawkins River when stage is above three
melers with detectors placed at various locations in

Roaring River to test this hypothesis.
This research has several implications, most
notahly regarding the biology and speleogenesis of
Mammoth Cave. Within the karst aquifer are unique
troglobitic communities which depend upon periodic
flushes of nutrients from the surface. When the park
begins a biological monitoring program, a knowledge
of the spate history of the Echo River basin will be
fundamental to understanding community diversity.
By examining stage records of Hawkins River, a
spate history displaying timing, intensity, and duration of the overflow route activation, has been produced (Figure 2). For 1984 through 1988, the troglobitic communities of the Echo River basin downstream from the overflow connection received 38
spates (times at which Hawkins river rose to three
meters or greater) of poor-quality water. The largest
such event. during May 1984, attained a peak of ap-

proximately 23 meters, and persisted above the three
meter horizon for 204 hours.
Although the term "overflow route" is used to
describe the present hydrologic function of this passage, it may not be the most accurate description
speleogenically speaking. The relatively small Echo
River basin contains some of the largest active
stream conduits in the Mammoth Cave system. The
volume of water transferred (when the overflow route
is not active) through these passages is disproportionately small, This may be explained if the overflow connector is viewed as a piracy junction.
Throughout most of its history, Hawkins River water
always flowed to the Echo River basin until its flow
was captured, or pirated to Turnhole Spring at the upstream end of the present-day overflow route.
Based on this study and research completed this
past summer, speculations may be made regarding
the nature of this piracy junction. While the regional
dip of the strata is a gentle 0.50 to 1.50 to the northwest, the slope of the potentiometric surface, generally in the same direction, is even less. Therefore,
groundwater flow, where not in the same plane as the
dip, is up-section. The southern half of the
Pennyroyal Plateau, a major recharge area of the
cave streams, lies below the Horse Cave Member of
the St. Louis Limestone, which contains two prominent chert beds, the Corydon and the Lost River.
Quantitative dye tracing indicates the presence of a
major conduit conducting flow between Park City
and the Right Fork of Hawkins River!. Apparently the
flow is confined beneath a chert bed creating a
phreatic flow condition: a sump. Phreatic flow con-

tinues until a lift-tube, (developed perhaps from a fissure through the Chert) returns the flow to the elevation of the potentiometric surface, at the downstream
end of the sump.
Continued over ...
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A similar situation may exist at the far upstream
reach of Logsdon River where confined flow emerges
at a sump from below a chert bed (Borden, 1992 pers.
comm.). Downstream from this sump Logsdon River
continues parallel to the strike for several kilometers
perched upon the Corydon chert until it plummets
through a fissure at P. Strange Falls. Downstream
from the falls one may observe older, abandoned fissures which only conduct flow through the chert during high stage. Apparently the location at which
Logsdon River breaches the chert layer has migrated,
and will continue to migrate, upstream.
The Left Fork of Hawkins River (which is actually the farthest downstream portion of Logsdon
River) joins the Right Fork at a position below the
chert layers of the Horse Cave Member. Echo River
Spring and Turnhole Spring are located above the
chert beds. Therefore, downstream from the confluence, water from Hawkins River again must encounter and breach these chert beds.
A lift-tube through the chert developed within the
paleo-drainage carrying flow towards Echo River
(Figure 3). As time passed and the potentiometric
surface dropped in response to a lowering of base
level (down-cutting by the Green River and subsequent axial propagation and enlargement of the potentiometric troughs of both the Echo River and
Turnhole basins) a lift-tube more efficient than the

Lechuguilla Survey Resumes
The mapping and exploralion of Lechuguilla
Cave recently resumed after a hiatus caused by a
dispute between the National Park Service and the
Lechuguilla Survey Project, luc. [see February and
August 1992 News/etters]. The shut-down, in effect
from October 1991, ended iu January, wheu an eight
day expeditiou of 18 cavers iucreased the cave's
length 10 61.5 miles. More than a mile was mapped
in the cave's Northwesl Passage. Subsequent expeditions will be under the auspices of the Lechuguilla
Exploration and Research Network (LEARN), a
group formed by Lecbuguilla cavers at the time of
the dispute. The NPS has accepted proposals for survey and resurvey trips, and the flrsl LEARN expedition will take place the final week of March.
The most receut discoveries continue to push the
cave closer to the National Park boundary and towards an area leased for oil and gas exploration, an
area of critical concern to the Park Service who fear
that mineral exploration aud extraction withiu this
area will threaten the integrity of Lechuguilla Cave.
The Bureau of Land Management has received more
than 500 leiters from the caviug commuuity opposiug
the proposed Dark Canyon gas leases [see November
News/etter].

original one may have slowly developed through the
chert further downdip and laterally, in the direction of
the now potentiometrically lower Turnhole basin. As
this new lift-tube was established, base-flow began to
be pirated into the Turnhole basin.
We hypothesize that just as the headward migrating P. Strange Falls linked the perched Logsdon
River down through the chert to the Hawkins River
stream, the baseward migrating Iift.tubes linked the
water downstream from the Hawkins River sump up
through the chert to the Turnhole Spring conduit
beyoud the sump.
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MCNP Laud Acquisition
In early November, Mammoth Cave National
Park took possession of approximately 115 acres of
laud from The Conservation Fund, a non-profil
organization dedicated to the prolection of unique
lands and resources. The Conservalion
Fund
purchased the land for $300,000 aud immediately
douated it 10 the National Park. MCNP plans ou
moving the admiuistrative offices from their current
location near the Visitor Center to the maiu buildiug
on the site (a tourist establishmeut known as
Wandering Woods). The current admiuistrative
offices will be used for expansiou of the visitor
center, including a museum
(Source: Hart County News-Herald,

November

3. 1993.

and Jeff Bradybaugh,MCNP).
An illustrated

guide to cave fauna
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The Underground Reader I Viewer
Mysteries Underground
Reviewed by Richard Zopf
The National Geographic television special on
caves which started airing on public television stations last November generates mixed emotions as I
review the film and recall the long hours I was involved in part of the production.
When I started to work with National Geographic
over a year ago, I was discouraged by the constant
changes in their shooting goals and the strong bias
they seemed to have towards sensationalism. The finished product struck a balance: the over-dramatic and
its accompanying inaccuracies were present, but
there was also a serious look at exploration. conser.
vation, and research.
To me, the most enlightening part of the whole
process was learning that CRF amateurs could wield
video cameras in remote sections of the cave and
produce footage that not only was used by National
Geographic, but could also easily be used by us to
further interpret the caves where we work.
Caves are finding their ways into more and more
of the national media (recently in both Time and Life
magazines, for example) and CRF has often been involved in consulting for these productions. It is probably critical to the protection of the caves we study
that we do our best to make sure an accurate and
conservation-oriented picture of caves is presented.
Editors' note: Richard Zapf and other CRF JVs assisted with the filming
and provided substantial
technical advice especially for the Mammoth Cave

section of the National Geographic special, which
was aired on public television last November.

*****
A recent issue of The Living Museum (Vol. 54
#2), a publication of the Illinois State Museum, includes an anicle on Ken Tankersley's archeological
research in Mammoth Cave, focusing on his appearance on Mysteries
Underground, the NGS TV
Special. On a preliminary trip to Mammoth Cave
with the NGS producer in October, 1991, Tankersley
discovered an area he describes as "the most pristine
archeological site in Mammoth Cave", a site which
includes a set of aboriginal footprints.

*****

More Reading
The August 1992 issue of Cave Science, a publication of the British Cave Research Association, includes an article by Hungarian speleologists M.
Veress et. al. on determining the age of spherical
cavities ("kettles") using a differential equation
derived from solutional kinetics. The results are used
to reconstruct the speleogenetic
history of a
Hungarian cave. Mel Gascoyne reports on water
sampling at various depths in a subaqueous Majorcan
cave. At greater depths, the water is more acidic,
leading to the decay of submerged speleothems,
while calcite deposition is occurring at shallower
depths. OJ. Lowe examines the paucity of caverns in
English Chalk, and Nick Williams reports on the
paucity of caves encountered by an expedition to
Belize. Cave Science can be obtained from B.M.
Ellis, 20 Woodland
Ave., Westonzoyland,
Bridgewater, Somerset TA7 OLQ, Great Britain.

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH
President's

CAVE

Day, Feb. 12-15. Paul Cannaley,

317-862-

5618.
Early Spring, March 26.28. Jim Borden, 606.223.2677
Spring, April 30.May 2, Stan and Kay Sides, 314.3351469.
..
Memorial Day, May 28.31. Mel Park, 901.272.9393.
Independence

Week,

July

2.11. Scott

House, 314-287-

Labor Day, Sept. 4-6. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Randy
Cabeen.
Columbus
Day, Oct. 9.16. Lincoln NF. Dick Venters.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 24-28. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Dick
Desjardins.
Late Fall, Dec. 18.19. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
To sign up for an expedition,

notify the Personnel Officer,

Dick Desjardins 505-344-7053(7-9 pm MDT) or the food co.

4356.
.
.
Summer, Aug. 6.8. Tom Brucker, 615.331.3568.
Lahor Day, Sept. 3.6. Boh Osburn, 314-772-5813.

ordinator, Fritzi Hardy 505-345-1709
advance.

Columbus

MISSOURI
Feb. 20.21; March 20.21; April

Day, Oct. 8.11. Neil and Terri Hammond,

317.786.2092.
Thanksgiving,

Nov.

24.28.

Phil DiBlasi

& Jan

Hember8er,505.454.3212
New Year,

Dec. 30-Jan

2, 1994. Kevin Downs, 502-

933-4406.
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager, Jim Borden, 606--.
223-2677 two weeks in advance. Some of the one-day
expeditions may be extended to a second day at the
discretion of the expedition leader.

at least one week in

Most trips originate from Alley Center in the Ozark National
Scenic Riverways but others may be held at Forest Service
campgrounds. Additional survey and bio-inventory trips take
place at frequent intervals, and scheduling is usually flexible
enough to accommodate the schedule of out-of-state JVs who
wish to sample some Ozark caving. Please call Scott House

(314-287-4356)or Mick Sutton (314-546-2864).
FITTON

CAVE

The following dates are provisional--call

GUADA-LUPES
President's
Day, Feb. 13.15. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Duke McMullen.
Early Spring, March 20.21. Guadalupe Mts. NP. Tony
Grieco.
Spring, April 24-25. Guadalupe Mts. NP. Tony Grieco.
Memorial
Day, May 29-31. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Pat
Helton.
Carlsbad
Cavern
Restoration
Field Camp,
June
20-26. Dave and Sue Ecklund.
Independence
Day, July 3.5. Fort Stanton Cave. John
Corcoran.
Summer, Aug. 7~8. Fort Stanton Cave. Gavin Corcoran.

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

17.18; May 15.16.

Pete Lindsley (214-

727-2497)or Jack Regal (501-736-8008)to confirm the dales
and to register for an expedition
April 17-18; May
September
11-12;

15.16; June 19-20;
October
23-24,

5.8;

MEETINGS
Cave Management
Symposium,
Carlsbad, NM. See p.5 for details

October 27-30,

CRF Annual Meeting, November 19-20,
Washington Universily, Saint Louis, MO. See Bulletin
Board, p.2.
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